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I. Executive Summary

The evaluation of the Institute of Cancer Research (ICR) was undertaken by the Canadian Institutes of Health Research (CIHR) as part of the review of the mandate and performance of CIHR Institutes by CIHR’s Governing Council (GC) outlined in the CIHR Act. The evaluation assessed the relevance and performance of ICR to inform GC decisions regarding the role and functioning of the Institute and renewal of the current Scientific Director. The evaluation was conducted by the CIHR Evaluation Unit and a team of external evaluation professionals and overseen by a panel of experts in ICR’s mandate areas who reviewed and interpreted the findings and made the final recommendations. The key recommendations of the Panel are summarized below by the three GC decision items.

1. Should the ICR be amended, merged or terminated?

The human and economic burden of cancer is significant in Canada and expected to increase as the population ages. The last 10 years have seen promising developments in the scientific landscape which have been supported through funding from CIHR, as well as other organizations. The Panel believes it is crucial that CIHR continue to have a strong voice in guiding the national cancer research strategy and that the ICR by virtue of its consistently strong leadership, credible presence and knowledge of the field is well-placed to play this role. The Panel recommends that the ICR not be amended, merged or terminated.

2. Should the ICR’s mandate be changed?

While the mandate of the ICR is broad, the strategic priorities provide focus to the work of the Institute within its limited funding envelope. The Panel feels that the mandate is appropriate and supports the ICR’s strategic priorities. While future priorities specifically target areas that do not appear to encompass the research interests of many in the community, especially in the area of basic biomedical research, several initiatives from previous strategic priorities focused in this area are ongoing. The Panel recommends that the current mandate remain unchanged, to encompass the spectrum of research necessary to address the burden of cancer in Canada.

3. Should the ICR Scientific Director be renewed?

The ICR has benefitted from strong leadership since its inception and the Panel commends the leadership provided by the current Scientific Director during a challenging period of transition at CIHR. The Scientific Director has demonstrated strong skills in engaging various sectors of the cancer research community and is well-regarded by both researchers and stakeholders. During his tenure, the ICR has been successful in collaborating with a variety of organizations and has leveraged significant funding to support the objectives of the Institute. The Panel recommends that the current ICR Scientific Director be renewed.
II. Overview of the Evaluation

**Institute of Cancer Research**

As one of the 13 CIHR Institutes, the Institute of Cancer Research (ICR) has a mandate to support research that reduces the burden of cancer on individuals and families through prevention strategies, screening, diagnosis, effective treatments, psycho-social support systems, and palliation. The ICR’s mission is to foster research based on internationally accepted standards of excellence, which bears on preventing and treating cancer, and improving the health and quality of life of cancer patients and survivors. The ICR’s vision is to be recognized as a dynamic research organization that:

- Takes a lead role in the development of a national strategic cancer research agenda.
- Interacts with other agencies – federal, provincial, and non-governmental organizations – to fund research that supports cancer control priorities as established through national consultation.
- Creates and maintains a robust cancer research environment in Canada that attracts and sustains excellent young researchers, established world-class investigators and research teams.
- Improves the health of Canadians by supporting cross-cutting research initiatives that lead to enhanced cancer prevention, diagnosis, and treatment.

**Evaluation Objectives**

The evaluation of the ICR was conducted by CIHR as part of a rolling review of the mandate and performance of CIHR Institutes. The aims of the evaluation are to provide GC with valid and reliable findings to inform decisions regarding:

1. Should the ICR be amended, merged or terminated?
2. Should the ICR’s mandate be changed?
3. Should the ICR Scientific Director be renewed?

The evaluation was overseen by the ICR Evaluation Panel (hereafter referred to as the Panel) comprised of experts in the ICR’s mandate areas and conducted by the CIHR Evaluation Unit and external evaluation professionals. The names and affiliations of the Panel members are listed in Appendix 1. The evaluation examined the period 2000-2016, with a specific focus on the period under the leadership of the current Scientific Director (SD) Dr. Stephen Robbins1. The evaluation of ICR was informed by multiple lines of evidence, including: the review of documents and data, interviews with ICR and CIHR staff and partners, surveys of researchers and stakeholders, and an impact study on ICR related research within and beyond academia. The methods and data sources are outlined in Appendix 2 and key figures presented in Appendix 3. While each line of evidence has limitations, there

---

1 Dr. Stephen Robbins started on July 1 2013 and will be completing his first term on June 30 2017.
is convergence among them so as to produce key findings. Overall, we are reasonably confident that the results presented provide an accurate portrait of the ICR’s relevance and performance.

III. Observations and Recommendations

Should the ICR be Amended, Merged or Terminated?

Context

Globally, over 14 million individuals are diagnosed with cancer each year. Within the next two decades, this number is expected to increase to 22 million. Without significant improvements, by the year 2030, more than 17 million people are expected to succumb to the disease worldwide.2 In Canada, in 2011, 30% of deaths were related to cancer.3 Overall, it is estimated that about 2 in 5 Canadians will develop cancer in their lifetimes and 1 in 4 will die of the disease.4

The number of new cancer cases – approximately 202,400 new cases in 2016 in Canada – has been increasing steadily since 1987 primarily due to an aging population and, to a lesser extent, population growth and changes in the risk of developing cancer.5 Further, cancer diagnoses are projected to change with increases in thyroid cancer, melanoma and uterine cancers. Lung cancer is projected to remain the top cancer killer throughout this time period; however, pancreas and liver cancers are projected to surpass breast, prostate, and colorectal cancers to become the second and third leading causes of cancer-related death, respectively.6 Figure A in Appendix 3 depicts the proportion of deaths due to cancer in Canada in 2011.

The most recent estimates available indicate that, cancer is the 7th most costly illness or injury in Canada accounting for $4.4B in economic costs. This includes $3.8B in direct healthcare costs (includes hospital, drug and physician costs) and $586M in indirect costs from lost productivity due to illness or premature death.7

Scientific and Funding Landscape

The cancer research scientific landscape has evolved in the last 10 years. Novel targeted cancer therapies and companion diagnostics harnessing basic discovery research continue to dominate the treatment

---


horizon and there have been significant advancements in genomics, personalized medicine and emergence of promising new research in areas such as immunotherapy. Due to improvements in cancer detection and treatment arising from research, the mortality rate of many cancers has decreased.\(^8\)

With respect to cancer research funding, the environment is exceptionally complex compared to many major diseases with a multiplicity of funders in the cancer research ecosystem. This complexity is managed to some degree by the Canadian Cancer Research Alliance (CCRA) which brings together 35 cancer research funding organizations and is co-chaired by the current ICR SD, Dr. Robbins, who was elected from among the organizational representatives.\(^9\)

Recent data reported by the CCRA\(^10\) indicates that in 2013 there was a total of $498.2M in contributions to cancer research by CCRA-affiliated Canadian organizations/programs\(^11\). While significant, this was the lowest annual amount since 2008.\(^12\)

---

\(^8\) Canadian Cancer Statistics. 2016. Canadian Cancer Society
\(^9\) Since Institute’s inception, the Scientific Directors of ICR have been Co-chairs and actively involved partners within CCRA.
\(^11\) NOTE: This data does not include investments in hospitals

CIHR is the largest overall funder of cancer research in Canada; in 2013, CIHR invested $141.4M in cancer research, representing about 15% of total CIHR grants and awards. Cancer research capacity in Canada is significant; each year, there are 2000+ CIHR-funded cancer researchers in Canada, 200+ directly supported trainees and 1,300+ indirectly supported trainees in this mandate area. Overall, however, the number of CIHR grants and awards and amount of research funding in the ICR mandate area has decreased in the last two years. Further, recent changes at CIHR as well as reductions in funding from several voluntary cancer organizations have put increasing pressure on Canadian cancer researchers.

Since 2007-08, the annual research budget for the ICR has been $8.6M, but was reduced in 2014-15 to $4.3M, representing less than 1% of total annual investments in cancer in Canada and about 3% of total CIHR investments in the ICR mandate area. Figure B in Appendix 3 shows the percentage of ICR RC investment out of CIHR investment in ICR mandate over the years. The other $4.3M is invested in CIHR’s Roadmap Accelerator Fund (RAF), along with the same amount from each of the other institutes, to support multi-institute and multi-disciplinary initiatives aligned with CIHR research priorities. Although ICR does not have direct control over the RAF, but can promote initiatives aligned with the ICR mandate.

**Panel Observations**

**Achieving its mandate**

The evaluation indicates that the ICR is an important and relevant mechanism for the
advancement of cancer-related research. The Panel notes the Institute’s successes and achievements in direct support of internationally recognized high caliber research; from 2000-01 to 2014-15, ICR disbursed $103M in research grants in ICR’s mandate area and since 2012-13, a total of 13 funding opportunities were launched. The Institute has emphasized novel research through Innovation Grants that addressed priority areas such as high fatality cancers. This view is confirmed by researchers: 54% of funded researchers agreed that the ICR funding supported innovative ideas in their own research to a great extent.

To help achieve its mandate, the Panel notes that the ICR has made strategic investments in capacity building, with an emphasis on New Investigators. Annual New Investigator meetings contribute to the professional development of junior faculty working in cancer research and the biennial Canadian Cancer Research Conference includes sessions targeted to trainees. Overall, 60% of researchers said their ICR funding supported training of researchers or practitioners to a great extent.

ICR is recognized for its knowledge translation activities to improve health services. Current efforts such as Knowledge to Action Grants, Best Brain Exchanges and Café Scientifiques will be enhanced in the coming years with the funding of projects under the Institute’s health economics/health services priority. A direct link between ICR-funded research and improvements to health services and health of Canadians is difficult to establish. However, a new study by ICR is mapping the impact of early investments in research on palliative cancer care on health policy (impact on assisted dying bill), knowledge translation (publications), application (patents), and capacity building in the field. Impact study data from the evaluation illustrate that there has been a steady increase (from 2008 to 2015) in the overall number of ICR mandate related publications published each year.

Critically important to the ICR’s achievements has been partnerships with other Institutes. The ICR has made multiple contributions to CIHR Signature Initiatives, and is the co-lead for two initiatives. With the Institute of Genetics and Institute of Neurosciences, Mental Health and Addiction, ICR co-leads the Canadian Epigenetics, Environment and Health Research Consortium – a CIHR Signature Initiative aimed at ensuring that Canada plays a leadership role in the field of epigenetics. Also with the Institute of Genetics, ICR is co-lead for the Personalized Medicine Signature Initiative, which supports supporting translational research for prevention, diagnostic, and treatment of cancer.

ICR has also partnered and leveraged significant funding through collaborations with other organizations in the cancer research field. Notably, ICR is a key partner in funding a multi-disciplinary, multi-site Dream Team in the area of cancer stem cells with Genome Canada, Stand Up To Cancer and others. In total, ICR leveraged $80M in contributions from 52 partners between 2000-01 and 2014-15 and the leveraging ratio has increased during the tenure of the current Scientific Director.
Figure C in Appendix 3 shows the partners’ contributions to ICR priorities, ICR Responsibility Centre (RC) investments and leverage ratio of partnership from 2001-02 to 2015-16.

**Position within the Canadian Cancer Research Environment**

The scientific and funding landscape in the cancer research area is complex. There is an ongoing need for a national voice for the cancer research community. The Panel notes that the National Cancer Institute of Canada (NCIC) was previously viewed as contributing to this role. Presently, the ICR is filling this important role as national leader and voice for the cancer community. The Panel feels strongly that CIHR, through ICR, must fill this national mandate. ICR has arguably begun to fill that void, particularly through the activities of its Scientific Directors and the CCRA. As ICR is one of the institutes of the federal health research funding agency, the Panel feels that the ICR is well-placed to solidify its role as the national voice and leader in the cancer research area. ICR is perceived as being the primary funder of cancer research in Canada. This is not only due in part to limited awareness among the cancer research community of the distinction between investigator-initiated (open) and priority-driven (strategic) funding but also to the success of the ICR Scientific Director and the efforts of the Institute to connect with and advocate for the community in leveraging funding for strategic research priorities.

The Panel recognizes the vital and much needed role of the ICR within CIHR given the burden of cancer and the important role of CIHR as a funder of cancer research. This role is even more important in an era of decreasing funding which is leading to concerns in the community about the vulnerability of cancer research funding. The Panel feels it essential that the ICR continue to be an effective voice for cancer research across Canada.

**Recommendations**

**Should the ICR be amended, merged or terminated?**

**Recommendation 1:** The Panel strongly recommends that the ICR should not be amended, merged or terminated.

**Recommendation 2:** The Panel strongly recommends that the ICR continue as a separate institute within the CIHR.

**Should ICR’s mandate be changed?**

**Context**

The ICR mandate addresses the cancer continuum, including prevention strategies, screening, diagnosis, effective treatments, psycho-social support systems, and palliation. With its limited funding envelope, the ICR has consulted with the community to select three current strategic priorities to focus its efforts in a few key areas where it can be impactful – high fatality cancers, health economics/health services and redressing risk factor disparities.

To address High Fatality Cancers, the ICR recently initiated two Innovation Grant competitions to provide one-year funding,
and ICR contributes funding to CTRnet (Canadian Tumour Repository Network) and Stand Up to Cancer Stem Cell Dream Team (partner with CSCC and Genome Canada). Health services/health economics initiatives include Innovation Grants and grants focused on developing Partnerships for Health System Improvement in Cancer Control. To redress risk factor disparities, ICR has two funding initiatives, the Prevention grant for vulnerable populations and the Catalyst Grant for Indigenous Approaches to Wellness, partnered with the Institute of Aboriginal Peoples’ Health (IAPH).

In addition to funding opportunities to support strategic priorities, the Institute seeks other ways to influence the cancer research ecosystem and further its mandate such as through investments in new investigator meetings, leadership within the CCRA and knowledge mobilization.

ICR also plays a role in three ongoing Signature Initiatives: Personalized Medicine, Community Based Primary Health Care and the Canadian Epigenetics, Environment and Health Research Consortium.

**Panel Observations**

The Panel recognizes that the ICR’s broad mandate is important for the Institute to ensure inclusiveness of all sectors of the cancer research community. The strategic priorities that the Institute has selected to frame and focus its efforts within its broad mandate are supported by the Panel. The priorities have been judiciously identified and represent gaps or opportunities where ICR can make a difference. The Panel is concerned, however, that while the ICR IAB was previously involved in the selection of the priorities, with the loss of institute-specific IABs (see below), their implementation must now occur in its absence and cannot therefore benefit from its expertise.

The Panel feels that CIHR funds and funding mechanisms are limited to support the ICR in fulfilling its mandate. The reduction in funds directly available to the Institute in 2015-16 and the loss of CIHR funding programs such as the Strategic Training Initiative in Health Research (STIHRs) impede the Institute’s achievement of objectives. Moving forward, partnerships will be critically important for the Institute to advance its objectives. Considering the Institute’s strategic priorities, the Panel sees important opportunities for collaboration between ICR and other institutes in shared mandate areas (e.g., IHSPR and IAPH).

The panel commends the ICR for reaching out to include the community in themes 3 and 4. However, the current strategic priorities align with the interests of a small sector of the research community and some researchers feel the mandate could be broadened to more explicitly include basic research.

**Recommendations**

The Panel agrees that the ICR’s mandate is appropriate, but given the Institute’s resources, it may be too broad in scope to be achieved with ICR resources alone.
Should the ICR’s mandate be changed?

Recommendation 3: The Panel recommends that the ICR continue with its current mandate.

Future Considerations

- The Panel suggests that ICR continue to partner with other institutes with related mandates, serving to strengthen and improve capacity while reducing duplication of efforts.

- The Panel suggests that the ICR continue to use approaches that do not require considerable financial support to achieve its broad mandate (i.e., SD working through CCRA, SD networking with the research community Canada-wide).

- The Panel suggests that the ICR make formal requests to GC, perhaps in conjunction with other CIHR institutes, to increase institutes’ budgets.

- The Panel suggests that the ICR continue to impress on CIHR the essential role of the ICR as the central body responsible for cancer research nationally.

Should the current ICR Scientific Director be renewed?

Context

The current ICR Scientific Director, Dr. Stephen Robbins, has held the position since 2013. He also is Co-Chair of the CCRA.

During the first term of the SD, several changes at CIHR were implemented with the goal of enhancing collaboration and transversal thinking across Institutes. First, the IABs for each Institute were disbanded in favor of five cross-cutting thematic IABs that can advise any Institute. Second, Ottawa-based Institute Staff (OBIS) were restructured from providing services to one Institute to providing specific management expertise across Institutes in areas required to support the activities, for example initiating a funding opportunity.

Panel Observations

The ICR Scientific Director is highly regarded by the cancer research community as a leading source of information in the field, as well as for being an inclusive and active spokesperson and advocate for cancer research. The evaluation found that under the leadership of the current ICR Scientific Director, the Institute has identified and leveraged strategic research investments in high impact areas. The Panel also notes his contributions as an effective member of CIHR management team and collaborator with other Institutes and the broader cancer research funding community.

The ICR has benefited from three exceptional Scientific Directors since its inception. Like previous Scientific Directors, Dr. Robbins has been effective in building partnerships and notably has reached out to and interacts with communities in all the health research themes. The Panel particularly commends Dr. Robbins’ strong leadership during a challenging period of transition at CIHR which has seen the budget of the ICR reduced and the
elimination of the IAB. A change in leadership at this time could, in fact, be detrimental to the Institute. Rather, the Panel suggests that the role of the ICR Scientific Director be reinforced as the lead for cancer research in Canada. The Panel cautions that in the absence of Institute specific IABs, the responsibility to seek advice falls to the Scientific Directors which could place them in a position of perceived or implicit bias.

The Panel feels that there is a need for Ottawa-based Institute staff (OBIS) with cancer-specific content expertise since advice to the SD and Institute is now completed on an ad hoc basis due to a reduction of resources. The Panel notes that the SD is doing an admirable job at seeking out advice from the broad cancer community, but feels that CIHR should be assisting him in this role.

In addition to its annual research budget, the ICR receives $1M annually through the Institute Support Grant (ISG) for operating and development expenditures. Over the period from 2009-10 to 2015-16, the ICR typically spent its full annual allotment of $1M; however, the carry forward of the unspent balance was approximately 50-60% of the total funds available under the ISG in a given year (i.e., annual allotment plus carry forward).

The panel also notes and commends the efforts of the SD to link with Lisa Boivin, artist and member of the Deninu Kue First Nation in Northwest Territories, to describe the cancer journey for Indigenous populations through her art. It is hoped that this novel project will lead to more formal interactions between the ICR and IAPH. The cover of this report features her painting Let the Skyworld Shake (2016).

Recommendations

Should the ICR Scientific Director be renewed?

Recommendation 4: The Panel enthusiastically and without reservation recommends that the ICR Scientific Director be renewed.

Future Considerations

- The Panel suggests that the SD take steps to urge CIHR to mitigate consequences arising due to loss of the cancer-specific IAB.

- The Panel also suggests that the SD explore use of the 50% carry-over in its Institute Support Grant, to better support initiatives, communication Canada-wide and replace some of the functions of the cancer IAB.

- The Panel suggests that the SD build on previously-funded STIHRs to address training gaps in priority areas of cancer research.

Other Observations

In addition to responding to the evaluation questions, there are several other observations that the Panel feels merit the attention of the Governing Council. First, it is recommended that support from 160 Elgin (CIHR headquarters) to the Institute be increased. Specifically, content experts at 160 Elgin should take responsibility for ministerial correspondence that is currently...
directed to the ICR, but for which the Institute is not resourced.

Next, the Panel expressed concerns that the profile of the Institute appears to be waning due, in part, to the demise of the broad-based and regionally distributed IAB. Previously, the cancer IAB served not only to provide advice to the SD, but also to communicate and network nationally with researchers, through tours and town hall meetings, and this function has been lost. The Panel proposes that resources previously devoted to convening the IAB be allocated to activities to raise the awareness of the ICR nationally within the community such as recruiting ICR ambassadors, branding initiatives, and increasing interactions with the new generation of cancer researchers through more trainee events.

IV. Evaluation Key Findings

Relevance

Ongoing Relevance of Support to ICR Research

The human and economic burden of cancer continues to be high; 2 in 5 Canadians will develop cancer in their lifetimes and 1 in 4 will die of the disease. The number of cancers is expected to increase overall due to the growing and aging population. At the same time, the scientific landscape has also evolved with novel targeted cancer therapies and companion diagnostics, harnessing basic discovery research continuing to dominate the treatment horizon; advancements in genomics, personalized medicine and emergence of promising new research in areas such as immunotherapy; survival rates are increasing for some cancers, highlighting quality of life/survivorship issues; and prevention has historically been a weak link, but increasing recognition of common risk factors, disparities.

The relevance of the mandate is largely unchanged in the last 5 years as the Institute provides a national face for cancer research, but it also fosters connections within the cancer research community and cancer research funders as a whole. Within a complex research funding environment, ICR has played a leadership role by co-chairing the CCRA which brings together 35 cancer research funders.

The ability of ICR to influence the cancer research agenda in Canada is severely limited by the amount of funding available to the Institute. The ICR’s research budget is <1% of total annual investments in cancer in Canada and approximately 1-3% of total CIHR investments annually in the ICR mandate area. Furthermore, the ICR has limited influence on the larger CIHR investigator initiate (open) grants. There also is lack of clarity in the researcher community about the limited role of the ICR in open competition CIHR funding.

Taking this into consideration, the ICR has been responsive to the broader scientific community and funding landscape. For instance, the Institute has aligned activities with other Institutes and organizations, such as the Institute of Genetics and Genome
Canada to fund high caliber research in new areas. Priorities for the Institute found in the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan were based on broad consultations with the cancer research community and input from the ICR-IAB. Challenges remain as it pertains to satisfying all research areas of interest. While 68% of funded researchers say their research fits well within the ICR mandate, 19% of stakeholders say the ICR mandate allows the Institute to support their organization’s area of interest.

Appropriateness of current the ICR Mandate and Changes to Institute Name

The ICR mandate is generally perceived to be appropriate and aligned with the strategic direction of CIHR overall. Given the Institute’s finite resources, the Strategic Plan and related priorities help put focus on the areas where ICR can be most impactful. There is some desire within the community to broaden the Institute’s mandate and strategic priorities. Findings showed that the current three priorities align with the interests of a smaller number of researchers/stakeholders.

With respect to the Institute’s strategic priorities, the high fatality cancer priority aligns well with the interests of many researchers and stakeholders in theme 1. The health economics/health services improvement priority has been well-received as innovative and in-line with the desire for evidence-based practices in the area, and also has the potential to provide learning examples to other Institutes. The redressing health disparities priority is viewed by some as a delivery issue more so than a research question (although the Institute is still in the process of defining this priority and developing community capacity).

A variety of potential gaps in the ICR mandate were identified by researchers and stakeholders, with predominant comments related to absence/insufficient importance to basic research. It was indicated that biomedical research remains important in advancing knowledge about cancer, but there is less emphasis currently on this area within ICR and CIHR (although it should be noted that, while the number of awards of total funding has decreased in the last two years, 65% of CIHR funding in the ICR mandate area was allocated to the biomedical theme). See Figure D in Appendix 3 for an overview of CIHR investment in the ICR mandate areas by primary theme. Additional identified gaps include: infrastructure funding, support to trainees, technology development, clinical trial activity, KT research, as well as focus on the areas of prevention, quality of care/survivorship, and global health.

There was no evidence to support the need for a change in the the Institute’s name, although some stakeholders believe the French version (Institut du cancer) requires attention as it is not consistent with the English version.

Transformative Impact

Support to Innovative Research and Advancing Knowledge

The ICR supports innovative, internationally high caliber research in areas from biomedical to the psycho-social theme. Specifically, the Institute contributes to
advancing knowledge by investing in research grants in innovative areas guided by strategic priorities. This includes $103M in research grants disbursed during the 2000-01 to 2014-15 period, as well as the 13 funding opportunities launched by the ICR since 2012-13. Among the funding opportunities are: Innovation Grants; Breast Cancer in Young Women funding; and funding for a multi-disciplinary/site team in the area of cancer stem cells (along with Genome to Canada, Stand-Up to Cancer and others).

Innovative ideas in cancer research are supported to some degree directly and (even more so) indirectly when researchers leverage additional funding. Just over half (54%) of funded researchers claimed that ICR funding supported the development of innovative research ideas. One-third (33%) of ICR funded researchers stated that ICR funds helped them with securing additional funds from other organizations and 78% of those researchers indicated the funds supported the development of innovative ideas in their research. The support of innovative ideas is also seen in partnerships with stakeholders. One-third (32%) of stakeholders indicated their partnership/collaboration with the ICR supported the development of innovative ideas.

Additionally, the ICR helps to advance knowledge through sharing of findings with other researchers and trainees. Six in ten ICR funded researchers stated that ICR funding helped them share their findings with other researchers and trainees to a good extent (60% and 57% respectively). The impact study indicates that approximately 20% of the ICR mandate related publications had at least one CIHR supported author who was an Early Career Researcher at the time of publication (using CIHR’s adopted methodology for calculating career stage).

The ICR has benefited from the strong leadership of all of its SDs. The contribution of the current SD to impacts is seen in strategic investments in high impact areas, such as the new priorities of health economics/services and prevention/addressing risk factors disparities, particularly related to Indigenous health. The SD is also an effective member of the CIHR management team and is chair of CIHR’s Subcommittee on Implementation and Oversight, and collaborates with other Institutes, serving as the co-lead for the RAF-funded Personalized Medicine and Epigenetics Signature Initiatives, for example. As an active participant in the broader cancer research funding community, the SD serves as co-chair for the CCRA, and is a representative for Canada on the Governing Council for International Agency for Research on Cancer. The SD also sits on the Advisory Committee on Research for the Canadian Cancer Society and on the Scientific Advisory Committee for the Terry Fox Research Institute.

**Contributions to Building Capacity of the Health Research Enterprise**

Cancer research capacity in Canada is strong: there are 2000+ CIHR funded cancer researchers, 200+ directly supported trainees, and 1,300+ indirectly supported trainees are active each year in Canada in this mandate area. A significant portion of CIHR capacity building funds in each of these areas (15-20%) goes to ICR mandate
areas specifically. ICR contributes to capacity building by using a variety of CIHR tools. For instance, the ICR has invested in Strategic Training Initiative in Health Research (STIHR), training, planning, catalyst/pilot and development grants, as well as training awards. Over the years ICR supported a total of 22 STIHR programs. (See Figure E, Appendix 3 for a breakdown of ICR RC investments in capacity building). Furthermore, direct and indirect capacity building occurs through funded research. For example, 60% of researchers say their ICR funding supported the training of researchers and practitioners and 82% stated this was the case with funding leveraged from other organizations.

ICR investment contributing to capacity building has decreased between 2001-02 and 2008-09 ($16M) and 2009-10 and 2014-15 ($11.5M). The ICR has been strategic in their capacity building efforts and focus has been on building the capacity of new investigators. This has occurred through annual New Investigator meetings that contribute to professional development and mentoring of junior faculty working in cancer research. The biennial Canadian Cancer Research Conference also includes an ICR-hosted session for senior trainees and early career investigators.

Contributions to Achieving Broader Health, Economic and Social Impact

Contributions to achieving broader health, economic and social impacts occur through activities the ICR undertakes to foster KT for health services improvement. It is anticipated that the new health economics/services priority will further this contribution. KT activities include ongoing researcher/knowledge user interactions through: meetings, workshops, Café Scientifique, Best Brains Exchanges, and the biennial Canadian Cancer Research Conference; a partnership with the Canadian Cancer Society Research Institute (CCSRI) to support Knowledge to Action grants; up to $1.2M planned for clinical trials in Ontario, as Stand-Up to Cancer’s Dream Team has focused on clinical deliverables; commissioning artwork depicting the cancer journey from an Indigenous Peoples’ perspective, to promote dialogue and increase awareness.

Improvements to health services and health of Canadians is a lower order impact (compared to knowledge advancement and capacity building) than advancing knowledge. As indicated by researchers and stakeholders, 26% of funded researchers stated that ICR funding supported KT toward improving Canadian health services and 27% of stakeholders say their partnership with the ICR did the same. In terms of ICR funding and partnerships supporting KT for the improvement of the health of Canadians, 29% of funded researchers and 23% of stakeholders said this was the case. Currently approximately 25% of researchers state that ICR funding helped them with knowledge sharing with other groups such as practitioners, educators, non-profits and/or policymakers.

The ICR’s capacity to further measure research impacts is limited and therefore it is difficult to attribute impact to the Institute of co-funded/co-hosted initiative. The ICR has undertaken new means to assess impacts by, for example, implementing an assets map to determine the impact of early
Convener and Catalyst

Contribution of Scientific Leadership to Convener-Catalyst Role

It is clear from surveyed stakeholders that the ICR leadership is a leading source of information in the field, is proactive in promoting the visibility of the Institute, as well as keeping stakeholders informed. While the Institute’s leadership and active involvement in the community is strong, there are mixed views regarding the awareness and clarity of the Institute’s role within the research community. The profile of the Institute and its work were generally perceived to be low by key informants who also noted confusion within the cancer research community about open and priority-driven funding opportunities and the role of the Institute.

Key vehicles for engagement in recent years included: 1) the CCRA platform for knowledge sharing and collaboration; 2) consultations during the development of the 2015-2020 Strategic Plan; and 3) the co-hosting of the biennial Canadian Cancer Research Conference. Broader researcher and stakeholder community engagement with the ICR occurs through the ICR newsletter.

Partnering to Achieve CIHR and Institute Objective

The evidence suggested that ICR has been an effective convener and catalyst. The evaluation identified several benefits to the ICR’s partnerships and collaborations with other entities such as varied input on priorities/multi-dimensional perspectives to complex problems, coordination of shared research interest, broader awareness and participation in co-hosted events, efficiency/leveraging of infrastructure, and credibility for charities with donors.

A key success of the Institute has been the creation and fostering of partnerships with other organizations. These partnerships have leveraged significant and increasing funds toward CIHR and Institute priorities. In total, ICR leveraged $80M in contributions from 52 partners between 2000-01 and 2014-15 (one-third from Genome Canada). The annual average partner leveraging ratio increased from 23% between 2002-03 and 2009-10 to 149% between 2011-12 and 2014-15. One initiative – the partnership with Stand Up to Cancer – had an ICR investment of $1.5M which led to a total $11.7M fund for a Dream Team research initiative on brain cancer. The leveraging ratio is significantly higher for the ICR compared to overall CIHR funding in the ICR mandate area, for example 130% for ICR compared to 15% for CIHR overall 2014-15.

The Institute and its leadership are very active in CIHR Signature Initiatives, as well as co-funded/co-sponsored funding opportunities and events with other cancer organizations. The ICR is partner in 6 Signature Initiatives and co-lead for two others (i.e. Personalized Medicine and CEEHRC). (See Figure F, Appendix 3 for ICR investments in Major Initiatives between 2011-12 and 2014-15.)

Other ICR partnered activities include: CCSRI, Genome Canada, Canadian Breast
Evidence indicated that the ICR, as an entity, is operating effectively. In addition to ICR’s research funding opportunities (see Figure G in Appendix 3), the Institute works to influence through other no- or low-cost initiatives such as workshops and meetings. The implementation of ICR’s current Strategic Plan is occurring in phases and geared to resources available, moving sequentially to address the three priority areas: most advanced on Targeting High Fatality Cancers, then Health Economics and Health Services Research in Cancer Control, followed by Redressing Cancer Risk Factor Disparities and Prevention Service Inequities.

The ICR, as with all CIHR Institutes, receives $1M annually through the Institute Support Grant (ISG) for operating and development expenditures, which is separate and distinct from the ICR’s annual research budget. Each year the unspent balance of the ISG is carried over to the next fiscal year, hence the total annual funds available in this category can exceed the $1M annual allotment to the Institute. Over the period from 2009-10 to 2015-16, the ICR typically spent its full annual allotment of $1M, which represented approximately 50%-60% of funds available under the ISG.

The reforms at CIHR impacting the Institutes – the Institutes’ contributions to the CIHR’s RAF, restructuring of corporate support – have not led to any significant negative impacts on ICR. Participation in the RAF continues the ICR’s pre-existing active involvement in multi-Institute initiatives and the CIHR extended virtual team is noted to be providing adequate support. However, restructuring of the IAB has created a need to seek alternative means to gather cancer-specific guidance and to ensure corporate memory of the Institute during SD transition.
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Appendix 1: The ICR Evaluation Panel Members’ Affiliations and Conflict of Interest Declaration

Chair

- Ann Chambers, Professor, Department of Oncology, Schulich School of Medicine and Dentistry, University of Western Ontario

Panel Members

- Pamela Hoodless, Professor, Medical Genetics, University of British Columbia
- Roger Deeley, Vice-Dean, Health Sciences Research, Queen's University
- Ken Kao, Professor, Division of Biomedical Science, Faculty of Medicine, Memorial University

At the outset of the ICR Evaluation Panel Synthesis Workshop in February 2017, all Panel members were invited to declare any conflict of interest that could impair their ability to perform their duties as ICR Evaluation Panel members in an objective and impartial manner.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel Member</th>
<th>Conflict of Interest Declaration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ann Chambers</td>
<td>Confirmed no real, apparent or potential conflict(s) of interest with respect to her involvement with the Evaluation Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Hoodless</td>
<td>Confirmed no real, apparent or potential conflict(s) of interest with respect to her involvement with the Evaluation Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Deeley</td>
<td>Confirmed no real, apparent or potential conflict(s) of interest with respect to his involvement with the Evaluation Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ken Kao</td>
<td>Confirmed no real, apparent or potential conflict(s) of interest with respect to his involvement with the Evaluation Panel</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Appendix 2: Overview of Data Sources and Methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Source</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Situational analysis</strong></td>
<td>- The Situational Analysis (SA) provides a descriptive analysis of investments and activities by ICR and CIHR in ICR’s mandate areas. Data sources included: CIHR Electronic Information System (EIS) data, annual reports, CIHR and ICR Strategic Plans, and International Review documents. The SA was conducted by jointly by CIHR Evaluation and the evaluation consultant Goss Gilroy Inc. (GGI).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Impact study on ICR related research within and beyond academia</strong></td>
<td>- This analysis contributed to an understanding of the impact of institute and mandate funded research. It drew on Thomson Reuter's Web of Science and InCites databases and cover publications published between 2009 and 2013.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **Key informant interviews** | - Semi-structured telephone interviews (20 to 50 minutes) with representatives of organizations who have partnered with and/or are knowledgeable about ICR, to gain informed perspectives on Institute relevance and performance. The interviews were completed by GGI and the interview guide was designed by CIHR Evaluation.  
- Thematic analysis by evaluation question and indicator |
| **Researcher survey** | - Web-based survey of 1,301 grantees funded between 2000-2015 (based on stated affiliation ~ 1,000 connected to ICR)  
- Relevance of the mandate and contribution to knowledge, capacity, and larger impacts  
- Response rates: 32%, 313 completed questionnaires, 42 partially completed questionnaires |

---

13 CIHR first required acknowledgement in supported publications in 2008.
Stakeholder survey

- Web-based survey of 1,977 stakeholders whose names was on ICR’s newsletter list
- Relevance of the mandate and contribution to knowledge, capacity, and larger impacts
- Response rate: 21%, 372 completed questionnaires, 47 partially completed questionnaires

Note: These data sources were complemented by telephone consultations, conducted by the ICR Evaluation Panel during the two-day face-to-face meeting, with six key members of the ICR research community who had not been previously interviewed (although some may have completed the researcher survey).
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